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Systena Corporation (Head office: Minato-ku Tokyo, President and representative director: Yoshichika Hemmi）has developed 

a 10.1-inch tablet adopting the Linux
®
 based mobile platform ”TIZENTＭ”  

 

 This tablet device uses TIZEN Ver.2.0 and made possible the installment of various TIZEN-targeted applications. From now on 

we will work on implementing TIZEN Ver.2.1, improving the operability, and continuing development with web applications and 

cloud services in sight. We will also focus on developing with the TIZEN IVI※1 for the realization of comprehensive services. 

 

 Furthermore, the development terminal will be exhibited at the ”3rd SMARTPHONE&MOBILE EXPO JAPAN (SMARTPHONE 

JAPAN Autumn)”  held at the Makuhari Messe venue on Oct 23rd(Wed)~25th(Fri) 2013, where the product announcement is 

scheduled. 

*1 IVI stands for “In-Vehicle Infotainment”  

 

TIZEN which is widely noticed as the third mobile OS following the iOS and 

Android, like the AndroidTM provides an open-source platform and is designed to 

operate on not only mobile devices, but devices of multiple categories such as In-Vehicle devices, Televisions, Cameras and 

Printers. Also, since HTML5 is the base for applications, it is easy to develop and is expected to lower costs, allowing various 

corporations to enter the market.  

Contact information regarding this topic 

Systena Corporation 

Product Solution Division R&D Group 

Tel：+81-3-6367-3842 

Email：tizen@systena.co.jp 

*The information of the press release is at the point of announcement. 

Information may not be up-to-date due to changes in the specifications and/or service content. 

TIZENTM is a registered trademark of the Linux Foundation. 

Linux® is Linus Torvalds’s trademark/registered trademark towards Japan and other countries. 

AndroidTM is a registered trademark of Google Inc. 

BASIC SPECS 

Main Display 
10.1 inches 

1920×1200(WUXGA) 

CPU 
ARM Cortex-A9  

1.4GHz Quad Core 

Wireless LAN IEEE 802.11 b/g/n 

Memory 
RAM 2GB DDR3  

ROM 32 GB 

Camera 

Resolution 

Front 0.3 megapixels 

Back 2 megapixels 

External 

Memory 

microSD 

The first TIZENTM tablet with a 10.1-inch display developed in Japan. 
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